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Abstract
Articulatory data can nowadays be obtained using a wide range
of techniques, such as real-time magnetic resonance (RT-MRI),
enabling acquisitions of large amounts of data. A major chal-
lenge arises: analysing these new large data sets to extract
meaningful information regarding speech production in an ex-
pedite and replicable way. Traditional approaches such as su-
perimposing vocal tract profiles and qualitatively characterizing
relevant properties and differences, although providing valuable
information, are rather inefficient and subjective. Therefore,
analysis must evolve towards a more automated, quantitative
approach. To tackle this issue we propose the use of objective
measures to compare the configurations assumed by the vocal
tract during the production of different sounds. The proposed
framework provides quantitative data regarding differences per-
taining meaningful regions under the influence of various artic-
ulators. Visual representation of such data is a key part of the
proposal and some concrete forms of visualization are proposed
to depict the differences found and corresponding direction of
change. Application examples concerning the articulatory char-
acterization of EP vowels are presented with promising results,
paving the way towards automated and objective analyses of ar-
ticulatory data.
Index Terms: vocal tract analysis, quantitative comparison,
real-time MRI

1. Introduction
The articulation of European Portuguese (EP) nasal vowels has
been studied by the authors mainly focusing on velar dynam-
ics as provided by electromagnetic midsagittal articulography
(EMMA) [1]. To extend these studies, with a characterization
of the oral configuration of EP nasal vowels, static [2] and, more
recently, real-time magnetic resonance imaging (RT-MRI) data
of the vocal tract was acquired [3, 4]. This imaging modality
provides adequate data regarding the position and coordination
of the different articulators over time [5] and might provide a
good choice to tackle the hyperarticulation effect observed in
sustained productions [6]. Additionally, it might also help re-
duce the gravity effect on articulators for acquisitions in supine
position [7].

After image acquisition the different regions of interest
must be segmented (e.g., [8]), or points of interest identified,
often resulting in contours delimiting the vocal tract and/or spe-
cific structures such as the tongue or velum.

Analysis of different vocal tract contours is typically per-
formed visually by characterizing the position of the different
articulators or by describing articulator differences between dif-
ferent sounds (e.g. [9, 10]). This is often done by superimposing
contours and performing qualitative analysis of the main differ-
ences. Adding to the subjective nature of such analysis, when

the database is large, as happens when RT-MRI is used [11], it
becomes an almost infeasible task to explore all available data.

To attain a systematic analysis it is important to de-
fine quantitative methods that allow it to be performed au-
tomatically, in an expedite and replicable way, resulting in
data/visualizations depicting a summary of the most important
features which researchers can analyse. Quantitative analysis
is also important to reduce variability among characterizations
performed by different researchers, provides grounds to per-
form comparisons intra- and inter-speaker and, on the long run,
inter-language comparisons.

Quantitative analysis of the vocal tract has already been per-
formed, to some extent, by several authors. Notable works in-
clude the detection of constriction regions along the tract [12, 5]
and estimation of articulator trajectories [13, 14] contributing
to improved analysis of articulatory gestures and their coordi-
nation. Other authors have performed quantitative comparison
of specific regions such as the tongue (e.g. [15]). When con-
sidering the whole vocal tract, Proctor et al. [16] have extracted
distance functions, which might not be a clear way to detect
which articulator has the most influence, and Ramanarayanan
et al. [17] have proposed a set of vocal tract descriptors cover-
ing lip aperture, tongue tip, dorsum and root constrictions and
velum aperture.

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no method has
been proposed to support a more complete vocal tract profile
comparison, providing meaningful data regarding the regions
under the influence of the different articulators.

In a first attempt to deal with this issue, particularly when
considering large amounts of data, we propose that: 1) dif-
ferences between vocal tract profiles should be obtained using
objective, comparable measures; 2) differences must be com-
puted for the different anatomical regions of interest to pro-
vide a meaningful regional measure of difference; 3) difference
should not be limited to a simple number but provide informa-
tion on how the difference occurred (e.g. in what direction did
the tongue back move); 4) meaningful visual representations
should be provided to help users understand the resulting data.

In this paper we present a set of methods that are a first
approach to articulatory analysis based on these goals.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a
description of the proposed methods for vocal tract comparison
and representation of the resulting data; Section 3 applies those
methods to the articulatory characterization of EP oral and nasal
vowels providing a brief illustration of their application in a real
scenario; finally, Section 4 presents conclusions and ideas for
further work.
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2. Methods
Analysis of vocal tract data, using an image modality such as
RT-MRI, involves a set of steps including image acquisition,
segmentation, identification of the relevant frames for analysis
and extraction of information to support articulatory characteri-
zation (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Pipeline depicting main steps involved in articulatory
data analysis.

To provide context to the methods being proposed we
briefly present the main aspects of the targeted data and corpus
and summarize the pre-processing steps already carried out.

2.1. Data Acquisition and Processing

The RT-MRI image acquisition protocol (further details in [18,
3]) provides a frame rate of 14 frames/s. The corpus, which has
been acquired for three speakers, includes: 1) the five EP nasal
vowels ([�5], [�e], [��], [�o], [�u]) in word initial, medial and final
positions (e.g. [5̃p5], [p5̃p5], [p5̃]); and 2) the eight oral vowels
([a], [5], [E], [e], [i], [O], [o] and [u]) inserted in CV1CV2 se-
quences (e.g. papa [pap5], pupa [pup5]), where C is a voiceless
bilabial plosive. A synchronized audio signal has been recorded
during image acquisition, using a fiberopic microphone, and an-
notated manually using Praat [19], allowing the identification of
which image frames correspond to each sound.

Vocal tract segmentation has been performed semi-
automatically for all image sequences as described in Silva et
al. [20] and resulted in sequences of vocal tract contours as
those presented in figure 2. A first approach to the analy-
sis of the articulatory characteristics of EP vowels, including
the dynamic behaviour of articulators during nasals, has been
presented in [3]. Even though it provided interesting results,
the methods used to explore the data were still rather ineffi-
cient to handle such a large amount of data with contour se-
lection, superposition and subjective analysis performed by the
researchers.

The methods presented in what follows are a first step to-
wards a more objective and systematic approach to the vocal
tract data available. These consider that vocal tract contours
have already been extracted from the image sequences and the
relevant image frames automatically identified based on the au-
dio annotation [3].

2.2. Vocal Tract Comparison

The following sections describe how the different anatomical
regions of interest are identified, in the segmented vocal tract
profiles, and how we propose to analyse the variations of corre-
sponding regions between profiles.

2.2.1. Anatomical Regions of Interest

The identification of the different anatomical regions [8] in the
segmented contours is performed with the help of landmark
points defined manually (see figure 2). Since speakers kept their
position throughout the whole acquisition session, the land-
marks defined for each speaker can be used for the whole image

set. Additional processing is necessary in order to separate the
tongue back from the tongue dorsum, to locate the tongue tip
and to consider just the bottom side of the velum (for nasal vow-
els). This is roughly based on the analysis of the first derivative
of the contour segments identified using the landmarks and is
performed automatically.

Figure 2: Different vocal tract regions identified using manually
defined landmark points and analysis of the first derivative (for
tongue back/tongue dorsum separation, tongue tip identification
and bottom side of velum).

2.2.2. Comparison of VT Regions

The pharynx/larynx (Ph), tongue back (TB), tongue dorsum
(TD) and velum (VEL) are compared by computing the Pratt
index [21] for each pair of corresponding contours and given
by:

P =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1

1 + αd2i
,

where N is the number of corresponding points between the
compared contours (e.g., tongue back), di is the euclidean dis-
tance between two corresponding points, and α is a constant set
to 1/9, based on Pratt’s work and similar works in the litera-
ture. At this stage the same constant value has been used for
all regions but it might be tuned for each region if different sen-
sibilities to differences were desired. To obtain corresponding
points between contours, the contour with the smallest number
of points is selected and for each point in this contour the clos-
est point in the other contour is considered the corresponding
point. The Pratt’s figure of merit provides values in the range
]0, 1] where 1 is attained when there are no differences between
the contours.

The tongue tip (TT) position is compared by computing the
distance between the tongue tips in both contours normalized by
the longest distance from each tongue tip to the alveolar ridge
(AR).

TT = 1.0− dTT

max(dA(TT−AR), dB(TT−AR))
.

Lip protrusion (LP) is obtained by computing the horizontal
displacement of the mid-point between the upper and lower lips
(LMP). The mid-point is computed considering the line that
connects the lowest point of the upper lip with the highest point
of the lower lip. To perform normalization the horizontal dis-
tance between the mid-points and the alveolar ridge (AR) is ob-
tained (dA(LMP−AR) and dB(LMP−AR)) and used as follows:

LP = 1.0−
∣∣dB(LMP−AR) − dA(LMP−AR)

∣∣
max(dA(LMP−AR), dB(LMP−AR))

.

Lip aperture (LA) is computed based on the lip aperture
values for both vocal tract profiles (LAA, LAB) and is normal-
ized by considering the longest of the two:

LA = 1.0− |LAB − LAA|
max(LAA, LAB)

.
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2.3. Visualization

This set of seven comparison values, corresponding to the seven
anatomical regions/features provide quantitative evidence on
the differences between two vocal tract configurations. Never-
theless, the analysis of a set of numbers on a table is still difficult
to interpret/compare.

Therefore, to attain a visual representation of the difference
data we propose to represent it in a diagram as the one depicted
in figure 3. Each anatomical region corresponds to an angular
orientation, in close relation to its position in the vocal tract.
Starting at the zero degrees position and moving counterclock-
wise: tongue back (TB), velum (VEL), tongue dorsum (TD),
tongue tip (TT), lip protusion (LP), lip aperture (LA) and phar-
ynx/larynx (PH).

Figure 3: Each vocal tract region is associated with an angular
orientation and the computed difference value is depicted over
each axis with zero represented at the origin and one over the
outer circumference. An example difference diagram is pre-
sented on the bottom right.

The comparison value corresponding to each region is rep-
resented by a point over its axis and all the points connected
to form a polygon. Circumferences are added to the represen-
tation to provide reference for the values 0.75 and 0.5. The
resulting circular coronas are coloured according to a possible
interpretation of the associated values (similar to what is typi-
cally performed for the Pratt index): green, non-significant dif-
ference ([0.75, 1]); yellow, mild difference ([0.50, 0.75]); and
red ([0, 0.50]), strong difference.

When representing the average difference polygon ob-
tained, for example, from multiple cross comparisons, it might
also be important to represent variability data such as the stan-
dard deviation, for each of the parameters. As an initial pro-
posal we depict this data by showing a polygon, centred at the
origin, with each vertex position defined by the standard devi-
ation represented over each parameter’s axis. Figure 5 presents
some examples of difference diagrams with standard deviation
presented at their centre.

2.3.1. Visualization Calibration

The vocal tract profiles obtained for the different occurrences
of the same vowel, over all the image sequences, present some
variability due to the segmentation method or due to naturally
occurring differences in the articulator positions. When per-
forming a quantitative analysis these slight differences work as
an offset that might add to the relevant differences. In order
to tackle this issue a possible approach is to cross compare all
the occurrences for each vowel to assess how much variability
is found. Then, the average difference considering all in-vowel

differences can be subtracted from all difference computations,
i.e., the difference diagram for comparisons inside each vowel
will tend to present values close to 1.0.

This calibration is not performed blindly. It takes in consid-
eration that the differences found among all occurrences of the
same vowel were small (i.e., falling on the green circular corona
in the difference diagrams). This is important because the intent
is not to disguise important differences (if they exist). For our
data, relevant differences have not been observed for the cross
comparisons inside each vowel.

All difference diagrams presented in what remains of this
paper have been subject to calibration.

2.3.2. Articulator Movement Direction

The diagram can also integrate additional data on how the de-
picted difference occurred. For example, if there is a significant
difference in the tongue back between two vocal tract configu-
rations, which direction did the tongue back move from the first
to the second configuration? To provide such data our current
approach is to compute the centre of gravity for the contour and
then depict how it moved over the diagram. We chose only to

Figure 4: EP vowels [�e] and [e] compared by superimposing the
different vocal tract profiles, the individual difference polygons
and the corresponding comparison diagram depicting difference
per region and movement direction.

represent this movement over each region axis, i.e., it will only
point to the centre or out. For the sake of simplicity, movement
direction is only represented for comparison parameters pre-
senting values below 0.75. Figure 4 illustrates the comparison
between vowels [�e] and [e] presenting the vocal tract profiles
for all occurrences of both vowels, all the comparison polygons
resulting from the cross comparisons and the average polygon
depicting each region’s movement direction.

3. Application Examples
To illustrate the use of the proposed methods we perform a char-
acterization of the articulatory differences among EP vowels re-
visiting some of our previous work [3]. The main difference
is that the characterization is performed relying solely on the
computed quantitative difference data, rather than on the ob-
servation of the superimposed contours, in order to assess their
performance.

3.1. EP Vowels Comparison

A first analysis was performed by comparing the static config-
uration of EP vowels by considering the annotated interval and
selecting the centre frame, for oral vowels, and the frame pre-
senting a lowered velum and the lips still open (typically the last
of the interval), for nasal vowels [3].

Figure 5 shows the difference diagrams for all the compar-
isons. Each diagram presents a difference polygon for each
compared pair. Observation of these diagrams allows the fol-
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Figure 5: Comparison among nasal vowels and their oral con-
geners: top, [a][i][u], [�5][5][a], [�e][e][E]; bottom, [�i][i], [�o][o][O]
and [�u][u].

lowing conclusions:
[a][i][u] – as expected, since these are cardinal vowels, dif-
ferences among them are strong. In addition to differences in
tongue height (TD) and backness (TB), it is also noteworthy
from the diagram a variation in lip aperture between [i] and [u].
[�5][5][a] – apart from the lowering of the velum, these vowels
exhibit very few differences between them. Tongue and labial
configuration of the nasal vowel is closer to [5] than [a].
[�e][e][E] – oral vowels were produced by the speaker with a
significantly more fronted tongue body than the nasal [�e]. There
are also differences in tongue height between [�e] and [e].
[�i][i] – the configuration of this oral-nasal pair is very similar,
except for the lowering of the velum.
[�o][o][O] – the tongue configuration of [O] and [�o] is quite simi-
lar and the main difference between this vowel pair lies in velum
height. In comparison with the nasal vowel, the tongue for [o]

is somewhat more fronted and lowered.
[�u][u] – in comparison with oral congener, TD is slightly more
raised for [�u] and the velum is in a lower position, as expected.

3.2. Dynamic Analysis

To perform dynamic analysis we considered all the image
frames corresponding to each sound, based on the audio anno-
tation, and compared them with a reference configuration. The
dynamic analysis is supported by a difference diagram between
the reference and the first frame (beginning of production), a
line graph depicting the evolution of the different parameters
along the vowel and a difference diagram between the reference
and last frames (end of production).

The first row of figure 6 shows the dynamic analysis for
the nasal vowel [�5], using the first frame as a reference. This
provides data regarding the changes occurring, for the differ-
ent articulators, along the duration of the vowel. The major
adjustments occur at the velum, which opens slowly along the
vowel. This suggests that nasality in Portuguese is typically in-
cremental over the vowel, with a movement from oral to nasal,
as shown previously by other studies [3, 22, 23].

Comparison might also be performed using a different
frame (e.g., vocal tract profile for another sound) as reference.
The bottom row of figure 6 shows the dynamic analysis for nasal
vowel [�e] using [e] as reference. Notice that [�e] starts with a
configuration similar to an [e] and differences arise along the
production. In addition to the adjustments in tongue height and

Figure 6: Dynamic analysis of: vowel [�5] using first frame as
reference (top); and vowel [�e] using [e] as reference (bottom).

backness, the velum is almost closed at the beginning of both
oral and nasal vowels. This will open along the nasal vowel
production, which points to the existence of different phases
in the production of nasal vowels: an oral onset followed by a
nasal portion at the end of the vowel [3, 24, 25].

4. Conclusions
A set of methods is proposed that uses objective measures to
compare the configurations assumed by the vocal tract during
the production of different sounds considering different mean-
ingful regions under the influence of various articulators. Visual
representation of such data is also proposed depicting the differ-
ences found and corresponding direction of change.

Using the proposed method to perform an analysis of the
articulatory differences between EP oral and nasal vowels lead
to the same general conclusions as our previous analysis based
on visual inspection of contour superpositions [3], a good indi-
cation of its adequacy: nasal vowels [�e] and [�o] exhibited more
articulatory adjustments with respect to oral congeners than [�i]

and [�u]. Although, data from this speaker did not show evidence
of anteriority of [�5] with respect to [a]. Analysis including dif-
ference diagrams for the remaining speakers will help to clarify
this aspect.

The proposed methods can be further developed in differ-
ent aspects. Comparison of regions using the Pratt index is per-
formed by determining the corresponding point by a proximity
criteria. This might be improved by using a criteria that searches
for the corresponding points along the expected principal direc-
tion of movement, e.g. radial for tongue dorsum.

Diagram calibration can be improved to better adapt to the
conditions relevant to each comparison performed (e.g., to the
vowels involved).

Comparison considering additional vocal tract vari-
ables [26, 8] should also be considered, in particular for the
dynamic analysis.

The dynamic analysis is still only presented for a particu-
lar vowel occurrence. As performed with the static analysis, it
would be interesting to use all utterances available in the data
set, for a particular nasal, to provide an overall summary of what
happens over time.
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